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INTRODUCTION
A twentysomething girl walks into a café with a group of friends. They’re led
to an available table at the back, but she immediately asks the waiter if they
could be moved to one with better lighting. Oh and if they have a table that’s
made out of reclaimed wood or white marble, that would be even better. Her
friends tease her about how needy she is. She sits down, now satisfied with the
lighting and background she has. As she looks through the menu, she’s not
ordering based on what she feels like eating this morning, but instead on what
sounds like it will visually look good.1 Once everyone’s food arrives at the table,
she is not excited because she gets to eat, but because she now has the props
to compose the perfect image (Figure 1). She begins by arranging the food,
moving her croissant slightly to the left, while carefully scooting over her latte,
making sure the foam art does not get damaged. Next she positions her hands
high above her, gripping on to her iPhone 6S, trying to get the perfect overhead
shot. Just for variety, she decides to also stand up and get the arrangement
from a few different angles. Her friends laugh at how seriously she is taking
her brunch. She swipes through the pictures on her iPhone, feeling like her
shots are looking too sterile, too much like advertisements. She scoots over her
croissant to make room for a book that happens to be in her bag, and places
her hand snugly around the coffee mug. The perfect shot. Who is this girl? A
photographer? No, she’s an Instagrammer.
1
Alison Freer, “I Tried Living My Life Like Every Fashion Girl On Instagram Ever,” XO Jane,
March 16, 2015, accessed February 20, 2016, http://www.xojane.com/fashion/live-like-an-instagramfashion-girl.
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Figure 1— A still life image of two coffees at a café
Source: Instagram profile of samanthamariaofficial

What is this picture for? A publication? No, her Instagram profile. Throughout
this entire photoshoot people from other tables are glancing over and shaking
their heads in bewilderment. “Is she taking pictures of her food?” “Kids these
days…” “Why can’t she just enjoy her food and the company she’s with? Why
does she need to take pictures?” “I bet she’s going to post them on Instagram
just so she can show everyone what a great brunch she’s having.” “What’s the
point of doing all that?”

2

What’s the point? That is precisely where this thesis begins. Image-making
has become an integral part of the lives of many, especially those who are
Instagram users. Making these images requires participating in these actions
and rituals that may seem strange to an outsider. Often the everyday actions
of individuals are molded by the society and culture by which they are
surrounded.2 The social media application, Instagram, is a current example
of one of these shaping, cultural forces. The individuals who make up this
community act a certain way and have very specific set of habits that are
defined by this application. Looking into these seemingly strange actions,
information can be revealed about the nature of Instagram and the society in
general within which it exists. This thesis will look at the creation and curation
of Instagram photos, specifically focusing on the presence of objects in both
a personal and brand context. It will define the creation of these photos as a
practice and a phenomenon, allowing it to be opened up for discussion and
validifying the importance of its existence in the realm of popular culture
and social media. Furthermore, its strong connection with consumer culture
promotes the creation and curation of individual identities. “Personal identity
is fundamentally social, for modern consumer culture creates the need to
have, to discover, an identity”3 and Instagram provides the social context for
this. This is an exploratory mission to find some of the possible reasons for
what all this might mean and why it might be an important practice, while also
acknowledging the problems that may come with such a trend.

Exploring Instagram
Social media is becoming increasingly important in the everyday lives of many
2
The field of cultural sociology concerns itself with analyzing culture and seeing it in relation
to how it effects members of a society. Without going deeper into the inner-workings of the field, its
existence in itself is enough to prove my point that there is an important connection between culture
and the way that individuals act in a society.
3
Peter K. Lunt and Sonia M. Livingstone, Mass Consumption and Personal Identity:
Everyday Economic Experience (Philadelphia: Open University Press, 1992), 24.
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individuals. It has become a way of life and a medium through which users
experience everyday life and reality. This is a generation of social media, of
“likes”, of images and aesthetics being strongly tied to identity. Individuals
feel a need to have their life documented and represented in a visually pleasing
manner, for example on Instagram. Many users may find themselves more
invested in their social media lives than their real lives, as their real lives revolve
around the curation of a social media identity and presence. Brands have also
picked up on the growing relevance of social media, targeting social media

Figure 2— A press photo of an individual photo in the Instagram app
Source: https://www.instagram.com/press/
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Figure 3— A press photo of the Instagram app’s filter features
Source: https://www.instagram.com/press/

applications as ways through which to market their products. Instagram is a
photography-based social media application, much unlike anything that has
come before it (Figure 2). Founded by Kevin Systrom and Mike Krieger, it
has recently been dubbed the “#1 photo social platform.”4 The program was
launched on October 6, 2010 and reached a million users by December of the
4
Geoff Desreumaux, “The Complete History of Instagram,” We Are Social Media, January 3,
2014, http://wersm.com/the-complete-history-of-instagram.
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same year.5 Four years later, Instagram reached 300 million users on December
10, 20146 after Instagram was purchased by Facebook in 2012.7 The basic
concept of the application is that it is a place to snap a quick image, apply a
filter to make it more visually appealing or to simulate a certain aesthetic or
look, and then share it with your friends/followers (Figure 3). All these images
are then displayed together on your profile in an attractive grid format (Figure
4)—nice and clean, yet still personable. One could argue that the application’s
allure is the fact that it sets up the user with limitations from the very beginning,
inspiring the user’s creativity through a suggestive format. It does not leave the
user with too many freedoms, causing an overwhelming feeling of indecision.
The right balance of guidance allows for creation to be stimulated and
encouraged. The most drastic limitation is that the images are square instead of
the rectangular format that modern photography has become most comfortable
with. The square image is reminiscent of medium format photography, which
had already long gone out of popularity when Instagram was conceived in
2010. The square image also references Polaroids, which are often felt to be
symbolic of the “snapshot”. The camera within the Instagram application is
only capable of taking images that have been cropped into a square-shape, and
the rest of the application visually caters to the same shape. Instagram also
revolutionized the use of filters that can be applied to smart phone images.
Instagram offers filters that are a mix of both subtle and dramatic effects, some
even imitating vintage cameras. Instagram brought together the nostalgia of
an old photo album with the ease and accessibility of the smartphone. As a
user, you are able to follow the photos others upload as well, which are seen
on a seemingly never-ending stream. Instagram’s official website boasts the app
having 400 million monthly actives, 40 billion photos shared, and 80 million
5
6
7

“Our Story,” Instagram, accessed May 7, 2015, https://instagram.com/press.
Ibid.
Desreumaux, “The Complete History of Instagram”.
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photos posted daily.8 Instagram is without a doubt incredibly relevant at the
moment, partly due to the fact that it primarily consists of images. Today’s
generation is a highly visual one, and this is an application that caters to such a
language.

Figure 4— A press photo of an individual profile in the Instagram app
Source: https://www.instagram.com/press/

8

“Our Story,” Instagram, accessed May 7, 2015, https://instagram.com/press.
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The Importance of the Image
John Berger’s Ways of Seeing begins by stating how “seeing comes before
words. The child looks and recognizes before it can speak.”9 Images are an
intuitive way of understanding and go beyond the capabilities of mere words
or conversation. Images are difficult to discuss because words can never quite
capture what they exactly convey, which is why this thesis depends heavily on
the use of images. That which words are unable to express about images is
what makes them so important, for they are able to communicate something
that words completely miss. Images are even more important in today’s modern
age because they are being used to communicate and relate to one another,
almost more than text. In addition to the popularity of Instagram, there is an
increased use of emojis10 and GIFs11, and Snapchat12 is currently one of the
most popular ways for young people to communicate. Typing out thoughts or
long sentences through text messages or email feels tedious because it takes
more time and in the end it does not always communicate the sentiment or
thought as clearly or completely as an image would. In his book outlining the
nature of Image Studies, Sunil Manghani uses Susan Sontag’s concept of the
ecology of images in order to discuss an idea of images being organisms that
are part of a larger environment.13 When placing images with one another, one
9
John Berger, Ways of Seeing (New York: Penguin Books, 1972), 7.
10
The Merriam-Webster dictionary definition for emoji is: “any various small images, symbols,
or icons used in text fields in electronic communication (as in text messages, e-mail, and social media)
to express the emotional attitude of the writer, convey information succinctly, communicate a message playfully without using words, etc.”
11
GIF stands for Graphics Interchange Format and is essentially a short video clip in the form
of an image, that can be exchanged online or in messages to be used for a similar function as the
emoji. The Merriam-Webster dictionary definition is: “a computer file format for the compression
and storage of digital video images.”
12
Snapchat is a smartphone application which allows for users to communicate by sending
each other images that can only be seen anywhere from one second to ten seconds. The purpose of
the application is for users to be able to communicate through images without the fear of the receiver
being able to have access to the image indefinitely.
13
Sunil Manghani, Image Studies: Theory and Practice (New York: Routledge, 2013), 32.
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can examine how they work with or against one another, and consider the wider
“image-system.”14 This is crucial in terms of Instagram images, because they
would not make much sense on their own. A picture of someone’s coffee cup.
Alright? A picture of a book someone just bought. Interesting? The reason
why these images on Instagram of consumer products are significant is because
of the fact that they exist within a network, being connected to one another.
They are not mere individual pictures that exist alone and for themselves, they
are instead ways of relating and communicating. That picture of the coffee
cup gets liked because it is an image that users have seen millions of times
before, and the fact that this user is posting a similar image (perhaps for the
fifth or sixth time even) is a confirmation of their belonging to a certain group
or context. The image of the book is interesting because of the fact that it
is a book that ended up on Oprah’s list of favorites this year, and a famous
blogger wrote about it, so now obviously everyone had to go out and get it.
You having an image of this book is proof that you know that it was Oprah’s
favorite, and you know this blogger raved about it, and you want to be part of
those who are in the know; you want to belong. But you also want to show off,
in case there are those who don’t know. You have the upper hand if you know
that this book is cool and popular at the moment, but someone else does not.
Even though these are all relative terms, and in the end the book probably isn’t
even that great—no matter how much Oprah loved it—but that’s okay. This
is a very specific community functioning within itself, perhaps looking very
strange to outsiders. But it is important to discuss this community because it is
growing. Sometimes when a YouTuber or blogger recommends a certain book,
candle, or clothing item, it can sell out in stores or online almost immediately
or within a few weeks. This isn’t just a community of a few hundred people
with insane commodity fetishes, this is millions and millions of people, and
this is becoming the way to market and advertise products. The shift is currently
14

The idea of an “image-system” is a concept introduced by Roland Barthes in 1994.
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happening from this being a few people being in the know, photographing their
mugs and candles, to Instagram images functioning as a general catalog of what
is considered universally cool at the moment.15 The objects in these images are
not just stuff, but they play a crucial part in today’s society. Gillian Dyer writes
about how everyday things are not just objects, but packed full of meaning.
You might think that the meaning of an inanimate object or place
is fairly straightforward. But physical objects can convey meanings
to us in both literal or objective ways and also more subtly by
suggestions and association. Objects are cultural as well as physical.
Their appearance, shape, size and colour are the intentional result
of a series of conscious choices and decisions made by human
beings. The look of things is rarely accidental. The furniture we use,
the rooms we live in, the meals we eat, our activities and everyday
household objects implicitly or explicitly embody meanings.16
Therefore, it is important to look at the objects that play such an important part
in these Instagram images. Every objects in these images is chosen carefully
due to its physical as well as cultural qualities. They make up the content
of the majority of the images posted, and therefore also are the key to the
meaning behind these images. When exploring the images that are created on
Instagram, the idea and term “aesthetic” comes up quite frequently. This is
useful for this project of exploring the meaning and possibilities of curation
an aesthetically pleasing, visual representation of one’s lifestyle. Aesthetics
is not meant to be understood in this context as a way of critiquing visual
imagery or a way through which to attempt a visual superiority or perfection.
On Instagram, aesthetics are that which link the user with the objects which
they are photographing. The objects are important to the user, either in their
15
I’m using the word “universally” in a somewhat ironic and playful manner, considering Instagram culture revolves around Western countries, most prominently the United States. However, very
often the standard for what is culturally relevant at the moment is whatever is culturally relevant in
the United States. This is not always true, however, and does certainly provide a very one-sided look
at global culture.
16
Gillian Dyer, Advertising as Communication (New York: Routledge, 1982), 143.
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actual life as things they surround themselves with, or as symbolic markers
through which to communicate with the rest of the Instagram community.
These objects are important, filling an Instagram user with lust, pleasure, and
a feeling of opportunity. They are a way through which to express oneself, to
share one’s life, and to feel like you belong.17 The German sociologist, Georg
Simmel explained that fashion both separates and differentiates us from others;
“on the other hand, it integrates us into society as well as into groups and
subcultures with which we share similar tastes.”18 Instagram provides users with
this interaction with fashion and trends, defining them as individuals while also
making them part of a larger group.
The creation of Instagram images will now be investigated from three different
perspectives: the object, the brand, and the individual’s obsession with the self
through an association with objects and brands. These three elements build
off of one another, allowing for the understanding of Instagram to deepen
with each section. Beginning with the object means looking into the basic need
to create images that revolve around objects. As many of these objects are
consumer goods, it is important then to move on to thinking about how the
companies that produce these commodities exist on social media themselves.
What will be revealed is that brands on Instagram take advantage of the
individual user, by visually merging together self-expression and advertising.
Finally, the implications of the self and consumerism is explored by looking
at how Instagram users now begin to approach their identity as they would
approach a brand. There is a need to curate the self through the creation
of Instagram images that feature culturally meaningful objects. Finally, the
17
In his 1943 paper “A Theory of Human Motivation”, Abraham Maslow identified love/belonging as the third step in his hierarchy of needs. This is considered one of the factors which guides
the motivation of human beings.
18
Arthur Asa Berger, The Objects of Affection: Semiotics and Consumer Culture (New York: Palgrave
Macmillan, 2010), 77.
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implications of creating a self in virtuality and living through a social media
application will be discussed. The ultimate goal is to allow for a revealing and
opening up of the image-making and identity construction that takes place
everyday on Instagram.

12

THE OBJECT
The Object, The Thing, The Commodity
As I’m writing this, I’m sitting on my couch, positioned comfortably next to a
pillow, with my fingers typing away on a MacBook, with a glass of water sitting
at a comfortable distance from my hand. We are constantly surrounded by
objects. They make up the envelope19 within which humans exist, enabling us to
stay alive, live and function. Bruno Latour describes how our relationship with
objects is one of attachment, as we are constantly surrounded and entangled
within them. Human existence happens within these artificial envelopes, which
are our contexts while existing in the world. Objects are absolutely vital to
our existence, both in the sense of survival as well as cultural and societal
communication. Instagram has normalized the phenomenon of photographing
the objects in ones life. Through an attempt to curate an online identity, these
commodities are used as symbolic devices through which to communicate
ideas and meanings. By looking deeper into the act of creating images that
revolve around the objects that surround us, one is able to further realize
their importance in human life. Commodities prove to be an incredibly vital
component in social relations. Consumer culture is not shallow and without
meaning, and shopping is not a frivolous activity; these are both essentially
language. They are a way through which to understand one’s existence and
place in society, by communicating with others through the use of these social
19
Bruno Latour. “A Cautious Prometheus? A Few Steps Toward a Philosophy of Design (with
Special Attention to Peter Sloterdijk).” (keynote speech for the Networks of Design, Falmouth, Cornwall, September 3, 2008), 8.
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symbols, which are packed full of value. “The world of things is a world of
signs.”20 Objects refer to much more than just themselves as a physical entity. In
the context of Instagram, the photography of objects can therefore be seen as
a way of speaking and communicating with other users.
When speaking about objects, multiple terms emerge that are sometimes
used interchangeably, yet they all reveal different characteristics of the object.
Therefore, it is necessary to distinguish “object”, “thing”, and “commodity”
from one another. Let us move in a direction of most abstract to least abstract
as the terms build off of one another, thus beginning with the idea of a
“thing.” The thing is that which is still without form, a mere conceptual space
that prepares us for the “object.” For Heidegger, the “thing” is “self-supporting
and independent” while the “object” exists “in opposition to subjects.”21 The
thing is able to be independent due to the fact that it is not materiality and not
limited by the nature of materiality. The object is the physical manifestation
of the thing, standing in opposition to the subject due to the fact that it is a
specific kind of materiality, defined by it not being a subject. Objects act as
signifiers, as carriers of a code.22 They do not exist in a vacuum, outside of
a social context, but instead adopt social significance through their existence
within the world. The object is always placed in the world as part of a network,
never standing singularly without meaning. We then take another step beyond,
and move from the object to the commodity. Commodities are in the first
place objects, existing outside us, with an ability to satisfy human wants.23
What separates commodities from objects is the specific kind of value that a
20
Prasad Boradkar, Designing Things: A Critical Introduction to the Culture of Objects (New York, NY:
Berg, 2010), 211.
21
Ibid, 25.
22
Jean Baudrillard, For A Critique of the Political Economy of the Sign (St. Louis, MO: Telos Press,
1981), 37.
23
Karl Marx, Capital: A Critique of Political Economy (New York: Nelson, 1906), 27.
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commodity has.24 For something to be a commodity versus an object, it must
contain exchange value of some kind that is created through a labor process.
Commodities are objects that can be consumed, through an exchange process.
They are able to be exchanged due to the fact that they possess value for
individuals, and are a manner through which wants, needs, and desires can be
fulfilled.

Case Studies
There are many different ways that one could examine the way through which
personal Instagram accounts create images. However, I have chosen to follow
three objects: the coffee cup, the wristwatch, and the book. By concentrating
on the object, one can see how it brings together users since photographing
specific objects becomes a trend. These objects are no longer singular, but
connected through being culturally significant in the context of Instagram.
The Coffee Cup
The image of a hand clutching a coffee cup has become ubiquitous on
Instagram (Figure 5). The coffee cup is an example of an object that has
transformed from a mere material thing into a cultural symbol that transcends
materiality, especially on social media. The actual drinking of coffee from the
cup is not what is most important about the coffee cup, but the fact that it is
visibly in one’s hand, displayed to the world. A coffee cup in an adult’s hand is
the same as a teddy bear that a toddler may clutch on to, in that it provides a
feeling of comfort through its materiality. The rising popularity of Starbucks
may have a large part to play in the rise of the iconic nature of the coffee cup,
since they made their branded, paper coffee cup a popular symbol. However,
TV shows such as Gilmore Girls and Weeds have also popularized the
24

Marx, Capital, 53.
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Figure 5— A hand holding a cup of coffee with latte art
Source: Instagram profile of amelialiana

obsession with coffee and the image of the coffee cup. Lorelai, the mother
figure in the duo of the Gilmore girls, is known in the show to be absolutely
obsessed with coffee (Figure 6). It is what she requests at her local diner every
morning and she is shown to not be able to function without it. Nancy in the
show Weeds, who is also the mother character, is shown constantly carrying
a cup of iced coffee throughout the show (Figure 7). She even has a specific
manner in which she grips the cup, generally from the top, which is different
from the traditional way of holding the body of the cup. In both cases, the
coffee cup becomes more of an accessory rather than an item of utility or

16

Figure 6— still from Gilmore Girls
Source: http://gilmoregirlsfood.tumblr.com

Figure 7— still from Weeds
Source: http://wholehealthdesigns.com/2011/
07/coffee-diet-coke-and-nancy-botwin/
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function. It would not even matter whether or not there is coffee in the cup,
since the actual cup itself is what is of importance. Its presence as an object
that is visible to others is meaningful and communicates a message about the
holder’s identity. The obsession with the coffee cup as a symbolic object is
made even clearer on social media platforms. Starbucks is one of most followed
brands on Instagram25 and many users will go to Starbucks just so they can take
a picture with the iconic coffee cup.

Figure 8— A still life of two coffees, cake, and various objects
Source: Instagram profile of estee_lalonde
25
Albert Costill, “30 Things You Absolutely Need to Know About Instagram,” Search
Engine Journal, January 16, 2014, accessed December 5, 2015, http://www.searchenginejournal.
com/30-things-absolutely-need-know-instagram/85991/.
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Figure 9— A girl holding a book and a mug with coffee
Source: Instagram profile of heyclaire

Figure 10— A girl sitting outside, drinking coffee from a paper cup
Source: Instagram profile of samanthamariaofficial
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Figure 11— A still life of Ray Bans and a cup of coffee with latte art
Source: Instagram profile of danyelledeephotography

Figure 12— An advertisement shot for J.Crew
Source: Instagram profile of jcrew

20

As big brands like Starbucks have slowly lost their glow, and the “cool”
individuals are starting to migrate more towards smaller, indie coffee shops,
latte art has emerged as a popular thing to photograph (Figure 8). Often the
coffee cup is accompanied by other objects, accessorizing the image. For
example, sunglasses (Figure 11) and phones (Figure 8) may be placed next to
it to communicate that this image is being taken in an everyday situation. The
creator of the image casually sat down for a latte in the middle of their hectic
day, with personal items surrounding the coffee. Even brands like J.Crew have
picked up on the popularity of the coffee cup as a visual object (Figure 12).
Coffee conveys a sense of banality, since drinking it is part of an everyday
routine—its similar to the act of brushing one’s teeth. The visual presence
of coffee suggests that this image is candid and a true slice of your everyday,
mundane life. It is also symbolic of being an adult, since kids are traditionally
not given coffee. Being able to enjoy a cup of coffee is considered to be part of
a mature palate, and an activity that adults engage in.
The Wristwatch
Humans have been obsessed with keeping time for centuries, and the invention
of the wristwatch allowed time to be portable and accessible. “Wristwatches
have become important fashion accessories for many people. Although the
main purpose of wristwatches is to tell the time, in actuality they have a more
important function with many men and women—as indicators of stylishness,
discrimination, and socioeconomic class.”26 In addition to being a functional
object, the wristwatch has become an iconic object on Instagram that many
users constantly photograph. Instagram users enjoy showing off their watches,
often emphasizing the brand of the watch. Most watches have the name of
their brand stamped on to the face, allowing for it to be easily visible, such as
with the Rosefield (Figure 13) and Harper & Brooks watches (Figure 16).
26

Berger, The Objects of Affection, 92.
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Figure 13— An image of a Rosefield watch on a girl’s wrist
Source: Instagram profile of anna.bjordal

Figure 14— An image of a girl holding her jacket with a watch on her wrist
Source: Instagram profile of jennimi

22

When the brand is readily presented, it is easier for a viewer to make a
connection between the brand and the identity of the owner of the watch.
A further connection is made, since the owner’s hand is visible as the watch
directly rests on the person. There is something appealing about having a watch
as an accessory on one’s wrist, even though now it does not necessarily even
get used for telling time. Many people who wear watches will actually continue
to check the time on their iPhones, ignoring the functional qualities of what is
now becoming a mere accessory. Photographing wristwatches enables users to
convey a sense of community through sharing which watch brand they see

Figure 15— An image of a girl wearing a gold colored watch
Source: Instagram profile of suvimariat
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Figure 16— An image of a girl wearing a Harper & Brooks watch
Source: Instagram profile of thingsyouremember

themselves “belonging” with. It is different to wear a Michael Kors watch than
to wear a less-known brand such as Rosefield. Wearing a watch also suggests
maturity, and wealth since the majority of watches go above the $100 price
mark.
The Book
Just as with the wristwatch, Instagram users are using books more as symbolic
objects rather than as use objects. Certain books will become popular in the
mainstream due to celebrity influence or due to general popularity. Users feel a
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Figure 17— An image of a girl wearing a gold colored watch and bracelet
Source: Instagram profile of uinoo

Figure 18— A man holding a passport and wearing a Braun watch
Source: Instagram profile of dylannord
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need to acquire the book only for the fact that it is currently popular and they
want to photograph it for their Instagram so that they can display that they are
also part of this group who is aware of what books are currently popular. This
past year, autobiographies like Not That Kind of Girl by Lena Dunham (Figure
19) and Why Not Me? by Mindy Kaling (Figure 20) became widely liked. The
cover of a book is able to express a lot about what the book symbolizes, in the
sense that whatever the book is about can be seen to reflect the interests of the
reader. How To Be Parisian Wherever You Are: Love, Style, and Bad Habits by Anne
Berest, Audrey Diwan, Caroline De Maigret, and Sophie Mas (Figure 22)

Figure 19— Lena Dunham’s Not That Kind of Girl next to breakfast food
Source: Instagram profile of vivianvalpuri
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represents the girl who is into all things chic and French. This book tends to
show up in the Instagram profiles of fashionistas, like Lotta Lavanti (Figure
22). By including this book in an image on her profile, she is instantaneously
giving her followers information about who she is and what guides her lifestyle
decisions. It is very likely that most of these books in these images have never
been opened or barely cracked into. Again, it is not about the functionality of
the object or the act of using it, instead the key lies in what it can symbolize as
a material object or what it can visually add to an image. The vibrant, graphic
cover of Maria Semple’s Where’d You Go Bernadette contrasts well with the

Figure 20— Mindy Kaling’s Why Not Me? next to various cosmetics
Source: Instagram profile of viviannamakeup
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Figure 21— J.K. Rowling’s Morte Súbita next to a bowl of food
Source: Instagram profile of simplyprettylife

Figure 22— How to Be Parisian next to sunglasses and white lingerie
Source: Instagram profile of lottaliinalove
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Figure 23— Maria Semple’s Where’d You Go Bernadette next to sandals
Source: Instagram profile of kelseethaten

Figure 24— An advertisement image for Anthropologie
Source: Instagram profile of anthropologie
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bright orange of the sandals, making for a pleasing image (Figure 23). It
does not necessarily have any other function than to look visually attractive.
However, a book in general can also communicate ideas of what the user
does for pleasure. It suggests that this is an individual who reads, who enjoys
using their imagination and expanding their vocabulary and knowledge while
getting lost in the world of literature. Notice also that Kindles are not being
photographed, it is instead only physical books. The classic, paper book
brings forth ideas of being able to disconnect from technology and appreciate
something more traditional.

The Object as a Commodity
The creation of all of the Instagram images that were presented in the above
case studies, all required some form of consumption. Even viewing the images
themselves is a form of consuming the object. There are clear trends that
develop for what objects one should include in their life. It is not as important
what the object does as what it represents. Jean Baudrillard speaks of this nature in
objects when discussing the TV:
As in John Stuart Mill, the possession of such and such an object
is in itself a social service: as a certificate of citizenship the TV
is a token of recognition, of integration, of social legitimacy. At
this level of almost unconscious response it is the object that is
in question, not its objective function -- and it no longer has an
objective function, but a proof function. It is a social exhibitor and
is given value as such: it is exposed and overexposed.27
The coffee cup, wristwatch, and book therefore act as proof of membership to
a certain cultural and social group. In consumption, the “momentary experience
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of community”28 is what is important. Photographing objects and placing
these images on social media is a conspicuous action, one that the user wants
others to see. Many of these objects are even bought for the sole purpose of
including them in photographs, such as how a book may never be actually read.
Our society is constantly continuing to develop into a “society of consumers”29
in which consumption is promoted above all other ways of life. To live is to
consume. In the realm of Instagram this is taken further as one is defined
almost entirely by their consumption. The entire process of creating images for
this social media platform revolves around consumption. You are a consumer
as you are scrolling through your feed, which is saturated with images of
commodity objects. Then, in wanting to participate, you must consume in order
to purchase the object that you wish to photograph. By photographing your
purchase you are then engaging in its consumption. Finally, you post it as proof
of your consumption for others to see and to further consume. In a society
of consumers, the consumers become consumer commodities themselves.30
The identity that is constructed on Instagram becomes a commodity, since
the outside viewer can consume it. As an Instagram identity is able to actually
consist entirely of various commodities placed together, an identity can be
consumed through the purchase of those specific objects. It is communicated
that one can achieve the identity of that whom they admire on Instagram, by
simply buying the commodities which they present as making up their identity.
It is clear that the act of consumption is an important one, and that objects
are vital to understanding the culture within which we are placed. Even a
simple image of a hand clutching on to a paper cup filled with coffee is actually
connected to a larger web of meanings. However, the manner in which meaning
is embedded into objects on social media networks like Instagram, favors a
28
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singular, grand narrative. The wristwatch may have a complex narrative, but
it is singular when placed in the context of Instagram. This is due to the fact
that the iconic nature of these certain objects is derived from the object being
used by celebrities and other important social media figures. The meaning that
individuals derive from these objects is linked to the grand narrative, in addition
to possibly also being meaningful in a more individual and personal way. But
the objects have the potential to be a medium through which to communicate
the state of being cool and in the know. The user has an impulse to buy a
book and post a picture of it because Kim Kardashian did so, and they want
to emulate that they are just as culturally aware as she is. The purpose of these
images is not to start a conversation, but to add ones own statement into a
mass of the same statement that has been made by others. Instagram therefore
feels to be a missed opportunity in terms of realizing the true power of objects.
Humans respond to visual language so strongly and speak the language of
commodities so fluently at this point, that objects harbor the potential to be
incredibly meaningful and important, helping individuals communicate, think,
and build deeper meanings. Instead, what generally wins over is the anxiety
to be popular and part of a community. Everyone wants to be noticed and
recognized as being culturally aware, even if that means mindlessly perpetuating
the same images of the same objects as everyone else.
As one scrolls through Instagram, it is surprising how many of these images
contain objects. There are a decreasing amount of, for example, selfies or
landscapes, as the obsession with things becomes the main subject taking over
this social media application. A way of approaching the state of the current
generation’s object obsession is to be concerned about the values of individuals
today, since commodities seem to be of the utmost importance. However,
if one instead assumes that objects are not flat, one-dimensional things, but
instead meaningful entities, the object obsession will appear much less negative.
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Marx states that every product is converted into a “social hieroglyphic” through
value and that “later on, we try to decipher the hieroglyphic, to get behind the
secret of our own social products.”31 Therefore, commodities prove to be an
incredibly vital component in social relations. Consumer culture is not shallow
and without meaning, and shopping is not a frivolous activity; these are both
essentially language. Baudrillard breaks down the definition of consumption as
a language, versus what is has commonly been associated with.
This is a fundamental point, through which consumption is
defined: not any longer (1) as a functional practice of objects
-- possession, etc., or (2) as a mere individual or group prestige
function, but (3) as a system of communication and exchange, as a
code of signs continually being sent, received and reinvented -- as
language.32
On Instagram, the act of creating images can thus be seen as a way of
communicating. As discussed earlier, these objects are representative of entire
networks of meaning and culture. Estée Lalonde’s latte (Figure 8) is not
coincidentally or accidentally placed next to a pair of feminine sunglasses, a
floral iPhone case, and a tube of lipstick; the connection is created between
these four objects intentionally in order to define what kind of sign this
commodity is. The woman drinking the coffee is someone feminine and stylish.
She cares about fashion, as can be seen by her cat eye shaped sunglasses,
and a floral case that she has specifically bought for her phone. She has even
brought along a tube of lipstick to ensure her makeup looks flawless even after
she has enjoyed her coffee. Consumer goods are a device that can be used to
recover meaning33 and therefore also to create meaning within the context of
31
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consumer culture and Instagram. The act of photographing these objects is
significant in creating meaning, as well. By owning and turning an object from
something on a store’s shelf to an actual possession “marks a transformation
in the relationship between the possessed and the possessor.”34 Then the act
of photographing these possessions on Instagram is a way of sharing this
transformation with others and creating a visual memory of it. The personal
Instagram photograph is proof of the ownership of these objects, all of which
serve as cultural signifiers that give the viewer information about the owner.
The obsession of photographing objects increases, as users are trying to fit
into the Instagram community and gain likes. The issue of being obsessed with
things and consumption arises, as it seems that objects are consumed for the
sake of photographing them and displaying them to others. Commodities only
seem to have value when they are shown off to others. Someone may order
food and coffee just for the purpose of taking a picture, and then throw them
away. Or similarly, buy a book for the purpose of featuring it in an image, and
then leaving it to collect dust on a shelf. However, simultaneously it is clear
that these objects are a language and a way through which to communicate
and establish meaning. Perhaps the photographing of commodities is just a
more efficient way of communicating, since each object is representative of
a multitude of cultural meanings. After all, isn’t a picture worth a thousand
words?

Photographing Objects
Roland Barthes commented that in the United States “everything is
transformed into images; only images exist and are produced and are
consumed.”35 This statement is even more accurate now than it was in
34
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1981, and continues to be more and more relevant, especially in the context
of Instagram. People, places, and things are now all images—neat little
visual packages that are ready to be consumed. The nature of the type of
photography that is practiced on Instagram is a completely different animal
than traditional photography, possibly even different from traditional digital
photography. Even digital photography itself is wildly different from traditional
analog photography, as it presents the viewer and user with a multitude of new
issues and considerations. Digital photography is less involved with tangible
proof, allowing for almost endless and limitless editing and manipulation,
whereas analog is more tied down to reality and physicality. With digital
photography, it is possible to make unlimited copies, without undeniable proof
of what is the original.36 The type of artistic snapshots that are created for the
purpose of social media accounts such as Instagram are a form of photography
completely within themselves, even beyond digital photography. Why does one
engage in photography today? Instagram photography is a way through which
the user is unconsciously trying to understand or define an essence. They are
trying to capture the act of symbolism in action, show proof of a feeling of
what it is like to live with certain products. Or create a portrait of what it is
like to be a specific individual, through the use of objects. It is a definition
of a life that is formed through the objects with which one is surrounded by.
However, it is doubtful that there is a conscious realization of this taking place,
but instead an instinctual pull. Since Instagram images are taken rather quickly,
and the thoughtfulness is mostly involved with the visual qualities of the image,
the deeper meanings are often not considered. The motivation with creating
these images is also to create something visual that can be seen by others. It is
an act of wanting to belong and wanting to stand out, both at once. The items
pictured gain importance if they are objects that are also owned by others and
36
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defined in a cultural context. If the shampoo you’re using was also pictured on
a celebrity’s Instagram account, it adds value to that object’s presence in your
image.37 It suggests you’re in the know about what is relevant culturally, which
is considered important. Posting such an image is a declaration of one’s unique
identity, but still remaining in the context of the larger cultural mass.
These images have transformed into much more than just simple snapshots of
consumer items. The image itself feels very much important, considering that
the entire application revolves around their creation and existence.
W. J. T. Mitchell suggests that pictures have within them the characteristic
of “personhood and animation” in that they can speak to us, often in a way
that is beyond language.38 Many talk about images as if they “had feeling,
will, consciousness, agency, and desire.”39 Images of objects feel to especially
have agency and desire, since their existence can convince individuals to make
specific purchases by creating a desire for a certain consumer object. We even
often refer to the “image” of an individual, showing that a person’s essence
could be reduced to an image, which is something Instagram users attempt to
do. The images are alive as they come together to form a conception of what
an individual’s life looks like. The grid formation of Instagram profiles helps
one visualize this, especially if the user primarily posts images of objects. The
profile of blogger and YouTuber, Samanatha Maria (Sammi), is a good example
of this (Figure 25). There are selfies surrounded by objects and spaces, literally
connecting the individual to their surroundings and the objects with which
they interact. In addition to seeing Sammi’s face and body, there are clear items
showcased. At the top left there is a bottle of Jo Malone perfume, at the top
37
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Figure 25— A screenshot of a portion of a user’s Instagram profile
Source: Instagram profile of samanthamariaofficial

center is a white Grafea backpack, at the middle left she is wearing white Nike
Air Max shoes, at the middle right she is wearing a dress from Urban Outfitters
and a leather jacket from Boda Skins, and at the bottom center she is wearing
Converse. How do I know all of this? It’s not my incredible fashion sense, but
instead the fact that all of these brands are tagged in these individual Instagram
images.40 Sammi wants the viewer to be aware of what all these brands are. This
is a branded life, represented tangibly and visually. “We are deluged by torrents
40
On a live platform, either on a web browser or on the phone application version of
Instagram, if one touches the image, links pop up that identify each of the items and lead to the
Instagram pages of each of the brands.
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of imagery that enable ‘branding,’ transforming objects into desire, and creating
a map of the world that refers increasingly to itself as it mutates into something
self-serving and, at times, rapacious.”41 Individual worlds are being mapped out
in accordance to the brands that are present. But instead of being individually
suited to the likes and interests of different people, these maps are beginning to
look more and more similar due to the fact that they are governed by whatever
is trendy at the moment. It is self-serving in that is serves the purpose of
continuing to consume, in hopes of creating an identity that matches who you
hope to be.
Barthes points out the essential nature of a photograph as something that is
deeply attached to that which it refers, always saying “see,” “here it is,” pointing
at something very specific.42 These images of objects are pointing at specific
things, but also pointing to the essence of that thing in a specific context.
Even if the same object is being photographed in different moments, these
moments are all adding to a greater image of what this object goes beyond,
and what it’s cultural meaning is in a context of the individual. But as the image
always refers back to this specific object, these ideas are strongly attached to it,
making them attainable through the acquisition of that object. “Photography
transformed subject into object”43 and furthermore subject into object by
reducing the subject into the objects with which the subject surrounds itself
by. Let’s break that concept down. I take a picture of my breakfast table, which
features a bowl of cereal, my cellphone, and a book that I’m currently reading,
with my hand placed conveniently into the image. My hand is transformed into
an object by being flattened by the image, as well as being associated with other
objects. Furthermore, I am eating Special K with Red Berries cereal, in a floral
bowl that’s from TJ Maxx, with a gold iPhone 6S placed next to it, while I’m
41
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reading Nietzsche’s Gay Science. All these objects come together, their cultural
associations and symbolism intermingling, until a singular concept of an
individual is formed through their association with one another. I am therefore
objectified by having my identity represented and judged through an array of
objects.
The entire world we live in has become different with the emergence of the
digital age. “If the world is mediated differently, then the world is different.”44
Therefore, as new things like Instagram emerge, the world is constantly
changing and shifting. “The changes in media, especially media as pervasive
as the digital, require that we live differently, with shifting perceptions and
expectations.”45 The visual has infiltrated the human mind to such an extent
that the world is largely envisioned as photographic, even in the absence of a
camera.46 Proof of this can be seen with the obsession of setting up potential
photographic images, as one is living their life. Every experience must be
photographed in order to be fully experienced. In the example of the girl at
the café, which started our whole exploration, the activity of going to brunch
with friends was experienced through the act of photographing that experience.
Those who create images for Instagram go beyond simply seeing the world
as photographic, but they experience the world as photographic, constantly
molding experiences into potential photographs. “It is as if we have banished
the actual experience and instead flattened it into a small rectangle, preferring
its commodification as a picture show.”47 Ritchin argues that the reasoning for
this is that we prefer the image because it makes the experience a transcendent,
“unreality”, which in turn is a more immortal, higher, reality.48 In applying
44
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this to the context of Instagram, I am not convinced that Instagram users are
photographing their morning coffees in hopes of finding a higher truth. If by
a more immortal reality, Ritchin is referring to the power of the symbolic, then
his analysis would apply here as well. In photographing, for example, one’s
morning coffee, it is flattened and then able to become representational, and
added to the context of the self by being displayed on an Instagram profile.
Perhaps photographing experiences is aiming for a more immortal reality in
that it is an act, which attempts to uncover the reality of the self, through the
objects with which one interacts on a daily basis. The self is intangible and
difficult to grasp, whereas objects are tangible. You can touch them, observe
them, try to wrap your mind around them, or even break them or remove them
from your life.
Ritchin takes this concept further by suggesting that “once the images begin
to replace the world, photography loses much of its reason for being.”49 This
implies that images are becoming our reality, our world, so that act of creating
photographic representations of reality becomes insignificant, since the reality
is now those representations. This can be seen manifested in the phenomenon
of individuals on Instagram being occupied with creating images out of
every moment. This is a scary implication, that if there aren’t photographs
of something, that it then was not real—it basically did not happen. But at
the same time, there is a certain amount of excitement, since this means one
can mold their reality by being in control of what kind of images are created.
These users care about creating aesthetically pleasing realities, ones that create
a pretty representation of their personality and lifestyle. But then what happens
to the in between moments? What happens to human interactions? Is every
coffee or dinner date just a photoshoot?
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How are the ugly parts of reality represented? What happens when a fake,
edited reality becomes the only reality that is seen?
The image of the object is a pure image of pleasure and desire, a celebration
of the ecstasy that one feels when purchasing and acquiring objects into their
lives. The Instagram image of a watch, that could be yours, on someone’s arm
is intriguing because that arm could be yours. The object is displayed so that
it can be consumed, or imagined to be consumed, which both turn out to be
very similar actions. The way in which individuals interact with objects and
what objects an individual interacts with, in a simplistic way summarizes how
one lives their life. Living, on a very surface level, is about interacting with the
physical world around us. Even the most mundane actions, like using a stapler,
or shampooing your hair, all require objects. In the throws of capitalism, the
majority of objects can be seen as products, since they now have logos and
brand images that come along with the mere physical item. The interest in
seeing another’s lifestyle means that others are now interested in seeing what
hot sauce you use or even what toilet paper you prefer. It is almost as if the key
to having someone’s life is in the objects that they are using. Examples of this
can often be seen when women on social media will ask other women what
cosmetics they are using. There is believed to be a direct connection between
the foundation someone is wearing and how beautiful they look. If you can
figure out what night cream she’s using, you’re pretty much halfway to looking
like her. Isn’t that easy? All these images suggest that having an object isn’t just
having this physical object in your life. Instead, you get everything that comes
with it. And these images help fulfill the picture of “what comes with it.”
Suddenly, consumer objects open up the possibility of having any life you want.
All you have to do is buy.
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THE BRAND
The term “brand” was originally used in the context of cattle herders and
hunters creating unique marks that they would stamp on to their animals,
branding them as their own.50 It was a mark of identification and territory.
The role of the brand has now developed to mean much more than mere
ownership. “From a semiotic perspective, brands are signifiers (often in the
form of icons) companies use to establish their identities.”51 They now convey
“the personal endorsement of the product’s creator as well as positive, enviable
values associated with the ownership experience.”52 The brand does not only
encompass what the product is like, but what it is like to own such a product.
In the images that brands post on Instagram, there is the attempt to make the
consumer already imagine and see what it would be like to have ownership
of a certain item. When consumers fall in love with consumer products and
objects on Instagram, they are really falling in love with the brand that is being
presented. “Brands identify, define, and express the experience of using the
particular services with which the consumers connect.”53 In others words,
brands make intangible experiences more easily comprehensible, by presenting
it as a neat little package. McEwen even goes so far as to define the connection
between consumers and brands as a “loving relationship” or “marriage”,
50
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complete with its ups and downs.54 Therefore there is clearly an emotional
attachment between an individual and the brands that they support. Brand
fetishism stems from this emotional connection that is driven by the fact that
brands help an individual identify who they are through a pre-defined brand.
For example, the clothing brand Hollister is known to represent the ultimate
lifestyle of a Californian surfer who spends all their days at the beach, laying in
the sand, forever rocking the absolute perfect tan, with a puka shell necklace
wrapped around their neck. The brand Hollister is a shorthand way of referring
to this kind of lifestyle and feeling, one that attempts to get straight to the
idealized notions that individuals have about the brand. Each branded item is
a way through which an individual can possess the brand.55 The individual’s
drive to consume therefore increases from the singular, material object to a
larger, idealized brand concept. With the rise of the brand, companies began
producing images of their brands instead of just mere physical things.56 The
focus that brands now place on Instagram is a reflection of this shift. For
example, J.Crew’s Instagram profile does not only feature J.Crew products; there
is much more than this included. The focus is on creating the feel of J.Crew’s
brand through featuring some of their clothing items. Objects can therefore
be seen as almost coincidental; they are ultimately the tangible portals to the
brand’s intangible, ideal image. “An object comes to concretize a much larger
set of attitudes, relationships, and circumstances, all of which are summoned
to memory and rehearsed in fantasy when the individual calls the object to
mind.”57 Things are therefore simultaneously insignificant and crucial. They
are insignificant in the sense that they themselves, standing alone, are almost
meaningless without the larger context of the culture and the brand.
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Yet, without the presence of the physical object, there would be no brand and
nothing to which a consumer can attach themselves to.

Case Studies
When looking at consumer objects on social media, it is also important to look
at what the companies who make those products are doing. As social media
has become an essential component of the lives of many individuals, brands
have needed to develop new marketing techniques to target these frontiers. On
Instagram, companies find themselves straddling the line between advertising
their products and simultaneously blending in with users who are using the
application for personal expression. By using examples from different brand
Instagram accounts, I will outline some of the methods that are used by brands
on Instagram. It is important to include multiple brands in this discussion in
order to show that this is becoming a common, widespread phenomenon and
not a strategy that only one or two companies are taking on. Each case study
will be used to highlight a certain element of what is happening in advertising
and brand development on Instagram, which I have identified and named.
This will be done by looking at and breaking down an individual image from
each of the accounts, which will be used to open up a discussion regarding the
techniques these brands are using. Even though only one brand is representing
each of the following ideas, the elements that are brought out are seen on
the Instagram accounts of multiple different brands. Each of the identified
methods can be seen in traditional advertising, but they are creating new
meanings in the context of Instagram and social media.
The “Living With Objects”
In an attempt to relate to Instagram users who are also consumers, brands
have began creating images that look similar to those that are created by
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personal accounts. One way through which to do this is to create an image
that features their product, showing how one would live with the object that
is being featured. This example features the brand Urban Decay. Urban Decay
is a makeup brand that was began in 1996, known for its use of creative and
unconventionally bright colors. They have now adopted a tamer image, revealed
by their current slogan: “Beauty with an Edge.”58 Figure 26 communicates a
similar mildness about the brand, as the product is featured in a very feminine

Figure 26— An advertisement image for Urban Decay
Source: Instagram profile of urbandecaycosmetics
58
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context. However, the makeup product that is featured is still glitter, which
is not the most conventional, everyday makeup product. This image (Figure
26) showcases their product alongside a breakfast meal, flowers, and an Apple
laptop. Three of the Urban Decay products shown are opened up, even with
some glitter spilling out of its container, to communicate that they are being
used. The coffee and pastry suggest that this is happening in the middle
of breakfast, a regular part of daily life. The image is a cross between an
advertisement and a personal shot, communicating that this product can be a
part of your life as well, allowing the viewer to visualize Urban Decay’s product
in their own life and in their own home. The Apple laptop also suggests what
kind of consumer would be the owner of their products. It is not just anyone,
definitely not a PC user, but someone who can afford a Mac and appreciates its
aesthetic quality.
The “Still Life”
J.Crew is a clothing brand, started in 1983.59 Previously known largely for its
business casual options, the brand is constantly moving to more affordable
luxury items.60 To match their visually pleasing catalog, J.Crew has a highly
curated Instagram profile (Figure 27), with all the images working together to
ensure that the whole is just as aesthetically pleasing as the singular images.
One strategy that can be drawn out from their Instagram presence is the
act of posing their products into still lifes (Figure 28). These are technically
known as “flat shots” and are something that J.Crew has been doing for years
in marketing their shoes and clothes, especially in their catalog. Lately, creating
images like this has spread into an obsession on Instagram.
59
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Figure 27— A screenshot of a portion of a J.Crew’s Instagram profile
Source: Instagram profile of jcrew

Figure 28— An advertisement image for J.Crew
Source: Instagram profile of jcrew
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Everyday users can be seen organizing objects together into still life
photographs for their Instagram profiles. The commodity is used to create
a visually pleasing composition, often being placed with complementary
products, as the image (Figure 28) shows these shoes with a cup of coffee
and a book. The shoes are not just coincidentally placed next to these two
items, but they work to define the nature of the commodity object. These are
shoes for an intellectual, someone who enjoys reading for leisure. The coffee
is also significant in that it is black. These shoes are not associated with frothy
lattes or Starbucks Frappucinos. The owner of these shoes drinks her coffee
black, which has further connotations, for example that she has a mature
palate. J.Crew is therefore doing two things with this image: they are creating
an advertisement image for their product, and they are also using this visual
language to communicate with and relate to Instagram users who are employing
such visual techniques within their own personal profiles.
The “Borrowed From a Blogger”
Bobbi Brown Cosmetics is a high-end cosmetics brand created by the makeup
artist Bobbi Brown. The brand, which focuses on enhancing a woman’s natural
beauty, was bought by Estée Lauder in 1995.61 One marketing strategy that can
be seen to be used by their Instagram is including images from other users’
accounts who are featuring Bobbi Brown products. Generally these users whose
images are featured tend to be bloggers, and sometimes these products perhaps
were even sent to the users for free to be included in their images. Essentially,
users are producing advertisements for these products virtually for free (or for
the price of the free product they receive). This image (Figure 29) is originally
from the Instagram account of Audrey Leighton Rogers, the founder of the
blog “Be Frassy.” Bobbi Brown’s profile of course tags the original user in the
61
Bobbi Brown, “How I Did It: Bobbi Brown, Founder and CEO, Bobbi Brown Cosmetics,”
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image, openly pointing out that this is a borrowed image. The reason why this
is so visible is because borrowing this image communicates that their product
is being used by “ordinary people”62 and acts as proof of this. By featuring
images from “ordinary people”, the brand makes the ultimate connection
between their brand and everyday life.

Figure 29— A still life image of various Bobbi Brown
products with various items
Source: Instagram profile of bobbibrown
62
I say “ordinary people” in quotations, because bloggers often hide behind the façade of being an ordinary user, when in reality they are mini-celebrities on Instagram. They often received free
products in exchange for them being featured on their Instagram and blog, as well as are invited to
exclusive events.
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The viewer can see this product actually being owned and used by a real
individual, more easily seeing themselves as an owner and user of this product.
The products themselves are even surrounded by other everyday objects, such
as a bag, sunglasses, and sandals.
The “Other Brands Complete the Picture”
Anthropologie defines itself as a lifestyle brand, stating to be a “destination for
women wanting a curated mix of clothing, accessories, gifts and home décor
that reflects their personal style and fuels their lives’ passions, from fashion to

Figure 30— An advertisement image for Anthropologie
Source: Instagram profile of anthropologie
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art to entertaining.”63 The brand was founded in 1992 and sells everything from
clothes to candles to shoes to books to end tables. The brand is the epitome
of selling an entire lifestyle rather than a singular product. In order to do so,
they create a collection of various brands to complete the image of the woman
that they sell and are attempting to sell to. This image (Figure 30) includes
a bottle of wine, a book called Eat Drink Nap and various other trinkets, all
which encompass the aesthetic and lifestyle of the Anthropologie woman.
The book Eat Drink Nap is a publication by Soho House, “a private members’
club for people in the creative industries” founded in 1995.64 The book covers
interiors, lifestyle, and food, offering ideas for the further curation of one’s life.
Soho House is in no way officially affiliated with Anthropologie, yet this book
is being sold by Anthropologie because what it communicates as a symbolic
object. It represents ideas of exclusivity and careful curation. Anthropologie is
using another brand in order to promote their own brand, offering the viewer
with a guide for what to consume.
The “Everyday Situation”
Montblanc is a luxury brand founded in 1906 that specializes in selling pens,
watches, and leather goods.65 They are known for high-quality luxury items
and can be identified by their white star logo. One strategy that can be pulled
from the appearance of their Instagram profile is the act of integrating these
products into a kind of action shot, where they are being used in an “everyday”
situation. In this snapshot from their Instagram profile (Figure 31), at the top
center we see a man who is wearing his Montblanc watch while driving, on the
bottom left we see another who is doing the same while having a drink, and one
63
“Our Story,” Anthropologie, accessed December 13, 2015, http://www.anthropologie.com/
anthro/category/our+story/help-our-story.jsp?cm_sp=FOOTER-_-Sub-_-About_Us#/.
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Figure 31— A screenshot of a portion of a Montblanc’s Instagram profile
Source: Instagram profile of montblanc

Figure 32— An advertisement image for Montblanc
Source: Instagram profile of montblanc
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who is decked out in Montblanc gear, with a watch, pen, and bag, while casually
hanging out at a river on the bottom center. In this individual shot we see
this again (Figure 32), as someone is innocently enjoying an afternoon snack
of a tart and an iced coffee, while his Montblanc watch is proudly displayed
on his wrist. Clearly all of these images are posed and meticulously planned
out—they are definitely not candid. However, due to the number of images
that can be seen of average users copying this type of aesthetic it is speaking
to the viewer. The viewer sees the accessibility of such a picture, and part of
the want of going out to purchase this product is so that they may accomplish
a similar image. They are advertising images that are created in a context that is
within reach to the average consumer, since the product is being photographed
in seemingly average situations. You too can take a picture of your Montblanc
watch with an iced coffee in hand.

Advertising the Brand
The emergence of social media has changed the landscape of human life
in many ways, including advertising. By using the same visual language as
personal users, companies are able to create new connections to consumers
by becoming involved with applications like Instagram. Users are persuaded
to consume entire networks of objects, as they are presented with images
containing sets of commodities that are shown as belonging together. In an
effort to curate a visual identity by using the language of commodities, users
are creating a connection between advertising and self-expression. Scrolling
through Instagram can sometimes feel like wading through a deep sea of
consumer objects. Mascara, notebooks, lamps, shoes, jewelry, pens, watches,
wine bottles, blankets—the list never ends. A trend of photographing objects
has emerged on Instagram among users, which has of course peaked the
interest of advertisers. Brands are beginning to join various social media
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platforms, as they are seeing their increasing popularity. But they often find a
pleasant surprise when joining an application like Instagram: users are already
practically advertising for them. Gillian Dyer defines advertising in the simplest
sense as “drawing attention to something.”66 This simple concept branches
out to form a multitude of different types of advertisements, which all use
different methods and contain different meanings. A type of advertisement
that Dyer identifies is the complex advertisement. The main quality of this
type of advertisement is that “at first glance, it is hard to see what precisely is
on offer…because the product is buried in the total image created.”67 The type
of advertisements that are created on Instagram can be classified as such. The
image from Anthropologie’s Instagram (Figure 30) contains multiple objects, all
of which could possibly be for sale at an Anthropologie store. It is not certain
what exactly is being sold. But what is not unclear is the feeling of the image. It
feels rustic with the presence of old-school matchboxes and trinkets, peaceful
because of the overwhelming presence of teal and light pink, and also chic
because of the Soho House book Eat Drink Nap and the bottle of rosé.
The main reason why advertisements work on consumers is the ability
of the audience to interpret and understand images. When faced with an
image, “we actively explore, select and organize sensory stimuli in the visual
field.”68 Reading an image is therefore an active process, rather than a passive
one. When engaging with an advertisement, we are faced with non-verbal
communication. This form of communication is “associated mainly with
‘actors’, but we must not forget that there are other visual elements in ads:
stage props and other objects (like grass), the setting (including weather), and
of course the product.”69 Approaching the structure of an advertisement from
66
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the perspective of setting up a play, works very well with looking at the type of
advertisements that are also created on Instagram. The images are set up very
meticulously, but many are made to feel like they were casually just put together.
The use of specific props in Instagram images can assist in attempting to make
the advertisement feel more like a personal image. A hand, personal items such
as makeup or books, or a food item, all act as props to help communicate the
idea of the real advertised product being personable. Such as in the J.Crew
image with the shoes and a cup of coffee (Figure 28). J.Crew isn’t selling the
white porcelain cup or the coffee beans used to brew the coffee; they’re selling
the shoes. This is clear to the viewer, as long as they are aware that J.Crew is
not a coffee brand, and allows them instead to see the image as something that
they can achieve, something that is accessible. The shoes are not placed next to
a $100,000 watch or seen on the hood of a Bentley. They are instead put next
to a humble cup of coffee, one that most viewers are likely to witness on a
daily basis. The emergence of social media has shifted the nature of advertising
to one that visually communicates a merger between advertising and everyday
reality through the use of specific objects, leading to the ultimate commodity
fetish. As advertising infiltrates everyday life and becomes more and more
common, it is important to look at the effects it can have. Advertising is no
longer something one encounters just on the street or when tuning into their
favorite program. Instead, it is now everywhere. Furthermore, the burden of
advertising has shifted greatly from the advertisers and companies themselves,
to actual users. This shift is incredibly meaningful and continues to change the
way in which consumers relate to consumer objects and advertising on social
media. The customer is no longer just the consumer of advertisements, they
are also the creators. “In addition to influencing some of the general values
and beliefs of society, advertising interacts with and affects other forms of
communication—literature, art, and even language itself.”70 Advertising’s
70
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reach and influence continues to rapidly grow since its emergence into social
media. Furthermore, “there is some evidence that advertising plays a part in
defining ‘reality’ in a general or anthropological sense. It projects the goals and
values that are consistent with and conducive to the consumer economy and
socializes us into thinking that we can buy a way of life as well as goods.”71 The
objects that consumers come across on Instagram carry much more weight
than before, as they are not singular items but instead representative of entire
systems of language and meaning.
Advertising is one of the “most influential institution[s] of socialization in
modern society”72 in that it possesses a great power over masses. Within
society there is a constant navigation through a landscape filled with various
manifestations of advertising, increasingly on social media applications
such as Instagram. Advertising contains visual stimuli that engages the
viewer by manipulating pockets of memory and expectation73 in a specific,
fleeting moment in time. Such images transport the viewer into the future by
referencing the past, never remaining in the present.74 The reason for this is
that they are meant to be a catalyst for change and transformation, implying
that the present state is insufficient. The past and present stay the same in
that it is still you but the future is improved by the fact that you would own
such an object or product. Represented in advertisements is the relationship
between people and objects, and advertising “rose to prominence in modern
society as discourse through and about objects.”75 Objects are essential to the
development of human beings, and the discussion about them happens in part
in advertising. Objects are that which make up the world around us and are
71
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the materiality and medium through which we may have a conversation with
ourselves regarding ourselves. They therefore have the ability to transform how
one experiences themselves. Through this feedback and context, our process
of picking and choosing elements for creating the self occurs. Advertisements
inherently possess the quality of attempting to persuade the customer to make
a purchase, and the way that this is rationalized to the targeted individual is that
this object is necessary for an important and beneficial transformation. From a
financial perspective, the entire relationship between the viewer and the image
is to turn that individual into a consumer. The necessity to purchase an object
that will engage a transformation is sparked by an image or idea presented
to the viewer of a possible future self, one that is improved from the present
state of the self. Doing so intends to cause envy within the individual towards
the possible future self who they would be after purchasing the product.76 As
advertising has an aim towards manipulating the consumer to consume, images
on Instagram are also selling a certain set of products. Instead of only selling a
specific, tangible commodity, the brand images on Instagram work together to
sell the idea of a personal brand that can be achieved through certain mindsets
and through purchasing a number of products. The idea of selling a “lifestyle”
is something that advertising has often used in order to urge consumers to buy
products and sets of products. This is an example of how advertising places
the “consumer within a rich and complex web of social status and symbolic
meaning”.77 The actual visuals included within an advertisement, as well as
images of objects on Instagram, all refer to specific things. They are symbols
that have the function of taking the viewer back to certain emotions, feelings,
or ideas. Such symbols communicate the message of the advertisement in a
language that is familiar to the viewer. The meanings present in the symbols
and products that are exhibited by advertisements do not inherently possess
76
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a meaning. Instead, this meaning is created “by their integration into a system
of meaning”78 which is developed from previous interactions with objects.
Humans place meaning into objects by making them, interacting with them,
and living with them. These meanings are then referred to as something as
being advertised, and this deeper context is what makes these advertisements
work. It is what adds the appeal and provides for a meaningful connection with
the viewer. Every image does not stand for itself, but it is a representation of a
rich context of meaning. Advertising takes these symbols and manipulates them
in order to create new meanings and connotations, often expressing values that
are dominant in our culture.79 The façade of reality in these advertisements on
Instagram is created by referencing images and visual language that is used by
individual users, suggesting that what the viewer is seeing is something other
than a blatant, distasteful advertisement.
Day after day viewers are transformed into consumers, both consciously and
unconsciously, as they encounter advertisements on social media applications
like Instagram. Due to this being such a strong “cycle of manipulation”80
it enables a framework within which a few powerful entities are able to
effectively control the majority of the population, especially in a financial sense.
These Instagram advertisements have become the force which decides what
individuals should be buying, effectively “infecting everything with sameness.”81
When all individuals feel equally compelled to purchase the same things, there
is not as large of a variety in preferences. Consumers are all taught to prefer the
same things, especially on Instagram because there is the appeal of being able
to mimic these photographs after acquiring the necessary props or consumer
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objects. With such overpowering manipulation taking place, there seems to be
a lack of agency and therefore a lack of the individual thinking for themselves
what they would like to purchase and what brands they would like to support.
There is no longer a need for imagination or spontaneity82, as advertisements
tell you exactly who you should be and what you should do. What is even more
concerning is that these advertisements have leaked their way into the realities
and the world of the consumer. The way one lives on a daily basis begins to fit
in with the stories presented on Instagram. As the individual scrolls through
Instagram, they view others and the products they have purchased, which
means they are constantly and continually “shopping”. Every second is the
possibility for an advertisement, as there is a pull to surround oneself with
the same objects as the users that you follow on Instagram. This is what Jhally
refers to as the phenomenon of “blurring” that also occurs, for example, on
MTV.83 This refers to when the actual content and the advertising are blurred
together, both serving the function of the other and vice versa. This is seen
extensively on Instagram. The objects in these images are a suggestion for
what the consumer can do to actually achieve the abstract, stylish quality that
the content is representing. This also works vice versa, as the content is a form
of advertising. The lines are dramatically blurred between what is considered
content and what is considered advertising.
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THE OBSESSION
Instagram is a wonderful platform for creativity, self-expression, and even
shopping. One can playfully engage with the brands that they enjoy having
in their life, and connect with others who enjoy similar products. However,
as Instagram has shifted from merely being a photo sharing application, and
transformed into a flow of advertisements, its implications for users have
changed as well. As these advertisements are linked with everyday objects
and visual strategies that are associated with personal expression, the idea of
consumption begins to infiltrate important aspects of life such as the formation
of the self. The obsession with objects is linked directly to an obsession with
the self, as objects have been earlier stated to be a way to transform ones
surroundings, reality, and therefore also the self.

The Self on Social Media
Identity construction has changed drastically with the emergence of social
media platforms. Erving Goffman refers to an individual’s activity, which occurs
in the presence of other observers as “performance.”84 This performance is
continued on social media applications, but in a virtual context. Individuals are
often dealing with intangibilities, instead of other humans in a physical world.
As actors in this space, we also take on “fronts”, which “tend to be selected,
84
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not created,”85 depending on the social situation which we find ourselves in.
Social media allows for these “fronts” to be selected with much more ease,
since there are not as many materialities involved that restrict the acting process.
With the emergence of social media, we are in a completely new social context,
due to the fact that it involves this element of virtuality. There are more
chances to experiment with the self, since virtual spaces allow one to transform
more quickly and easily86 than in the physical world. However, there are still
possible limitations to this even in the realm of social media, as a specific
identity is established and confirmed. Human relationships and communities
form on social media, similar to how they do in real life, causing a need for
a continuity with a specific created self. The ability to curate a self on social
media allows the user to focus on finding the “meaningfulness of the self ” as
managing social media involves the “relationship of the self to the self.”87 With
images, we are able to externalize the self visually,88 thus allowing for extended
possibilities of further self-reflection. As expressions of the self are recorded
on to a social media application, it is as if Instagram users are constantly
looking into a mirror. There is the ability to see yourself almost exactly as other
users see you, of course discounting personal differences in interpretation. This
allows for a deeper reflection and concentration on the self, since these visual
forms of expression are accessible to each user. Every plurality of the everyday
self is able to be recorded89 and therefore experienced to the fullest whenever
these visual archives are accessed. Social media also affects the creation of the
self in a temporal manner, as images allow one to “recall oneself to others in
85
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the present moment.”90 There is a constant flow and connection between past
moments and the present moment, since the past is constantly accessible to
anyone at anytime, through it being materialized as images on a profile.
As applications like Instagram have become increasingly popular, imagemaking has transformed into a new form of language. Images have always been
an important way for humans to communicate with one another,91 however
digital image-making has changed the significance and manner through which
individuals use images. Photography became democratized as more and more
people were able to carry around high-quality cameras right in their back
pocket. Creating images became a part of everyday life for many, thus it also
transformed into a way to build one’s identity. Self-portraiture (“selfies”)
and other mundane photographs of everyday life were used to form a visual
autobiography.92 There has been a massive rise in the popularity of selfdocumentation,93 and suddenly it was of great importance to document even
the most dull and routine aspects of everyday life. Instagram allows for such
a collection of images to form a story of the self, enabling a design of the
self to be constructed through visual imagery. The commonplace images of
“nothing special”, such at the coffee cup or book became important as they
were associated directly with an identity and a persona. Instagram’s core is the
concept that the stream of images is connected to an individual profile,94 and
therefore also an individual user. The Instagram profile becomes an extension
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of the user by being a record of their daily activities.95 This implies that by
observing someone’s daily routine, it is possible to form a conception of their
identity. The meaning itself of an individual identity has changed within the
context of post modernity, as well. “The postmodern conception of identity
is an important outgrowth of the impact of the image-making apparatuses
of consumer and media-based society on subjectivity and perceptions of self.
Here, identity formation is assimilated to the effects of images.”96 Through
the rise of the visual world, it has become a main way to communicate the
self. In the case studies, the users used objects to communicate an idea of
their individual identity and their place within the context of the Instagram
community. Images have become a language, which this generation is most
fluent in, thus it is logical for it to be a main way through which to form an
identity. The objects also continue to be linked to an identity, since they are the
main components of the images. In Figure 19, we saw a book accompanied by
a snack of apple slices and nuts and a bright orange smoothie, both suggesting
that the creator of this image cares about their health. While Lena Dunham’s
Not That Kind of Girl expresses that she is someone who reads and most likely
has a feminist point of view. Every object contained in these images therefore
works as a building block towards constructing a very specific identity.
One of the most tactile elements of social media is images themselves. A
collection of images, such as what a user is able to create on Instagram, forms
a story of the self, enabling a design of the self through visual imagery.97
Individuals are able to have more control over how they wish to market
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themselves, as compared to what they would be limited to in the real world.98 A
personal brand is established through the manipulation of what the individual
chooses to post, representing a form of designing the self. A defining moment
in identity building is when this external self-image is reinternalized,99 which
is able to happen as a user views their own collection of Instagram images.
The formation of a self on Instagram can also be viewed as branding a self,
since there is an aspect of being constantly in conversation with consumer
products. Therefore on Instagram the consumer is both able to explore their
identity and express their involvement within consumer culture,100 linking
together consumption and identity. There is a connection between the feedback
an online identity receives and how that has an effect on the development of
the offline identity,101 displaying the significance and importance of designing
a self within social media, since the understanding of the real world self can
be affected by it. The two are not separate entities, but instead are constantly
informing one another.

Case Studies
In this section, I would like to present some of my own experiences with
Instagram, since my “self ” is the self that I know best. It can be dangerous as
an outsider to begin making claims and statements about the true identity of
others, simply based on visual information collected from a social media profile.
These short anecdotes are presented as a way to get a more inside look into
what may and can happen in the creation of Instagram images. Even though
98
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these are personal experiences, they can be useful in looking at how self-image,
identity, and consumerism intermingle on Instagram.
On the Instagram profile as a whole

Figure 33— My friend Tina and I in Santa Cruz, California
Source: Instagram profile of sonjaloviisa

I hadn’t seen Tina since August and it felt amazing to be reunited with her
again. I was in San Jose for Christmas break and the two of us decided to drive
30 minutes down to Santa Cruz to reminisce, get our nails done, and of course
Snapchat and Instagram. I loved being around Tina because she just got the
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whole social media thing. I never had to feel embarrassed in front of her when
I wanted to stop and take a picture. We eventually wandered to the Santa Cruz
Beach Boardwalk, and stood at a wooden railing, overlooking the gorgeous
beach. I had really missed the California palm trees. We both had our phones
out and were silently taking pictures. “I’m so annoyed that I can’t post a picture
of this… I’m really due for a selfie by now,” I finally said. My Instagram profile
had way too many landscape shots, and not enough of my face. “Oh my god
I know exactly what you mean. Thankfully, I posted like three selfies in a row
last week so I can definitely post some landscape pics. It’s all about balance, you
know!” (Figure 33)
On interrupting moments to Instagram
“Oh this place is fantastic,” I whispered under my breath as Gene and I were
led to our table at the back of The Smith in East Village. We thanked the waiter
and sat down to inspect our menus. Both of us were starving and ready to have
our first official New York City brunch together. Gene began talking about how
she could really go for a mimosa, but I wasn’t listening. I was trying to figure
out how to take the perfect picture. This just had to be Instagrammed. Brunch
in NYC? I needed this on my profile. All throughout our brunch I snapped
pictures of different things: the food, the napkin that had The Smith graphic
on it, my orange juice. But none of them were coming out right. Dark images
didn’t get a lot of likes on Instagram, and unfortunately we were tucked away
in a darker corner of the restaurant. At the end of our meal I suddenly shot
up out of my seat, realizing the only light was coming from an outside window
and the overhead lights. Gene stopped to laugh at my social media compulsion
and then continued talking. I still wasn’t listening—now I had to edit my photo
(Figure 34).
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Figure 34— The Smith in East Village, NYC
Source: Instagram profile of sonjaloviisa

On buying things to photograph them
It was a beautiful summer day in Helsinki. My mom, sister, and I were walking
out of one of our favorite new spots, Café Carousel. “Do either of you want
ice cream?” my mom dared to ask, even though all three of us were bloated
from lunch. But immediately my eyes lit up. “Actually, yeah! Ice cream cones are
really popular on Instagram this summer and I want to take a picture with one.”
My sister and mom both ignored what I had just said, but agreed ice cream
couldn’t hurt. After receiving my large cone of pear ice cream, I immediately
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handed my phone to my sister: “Quick! Take a picture of me with it before it
melts!” I did a few poses and then proceeded to grab the phone so I could take
some first-person shots as well. The ice cream tasted even better, knowing I had
a beautiful Instagram picture to commemorate it (Figure 35).

Figure 35— Me holding an ice cream cone in Kaivopuisto, Helsinki, Finland
Source: Instagram profile of sonjaloviisa

On creating fake moments
I had long been thinking about how my Instagram was missing something. My
images had felt so uninspired lately and weren’t getting as many likes as usual.
My aesthetic was lost. Then, scrolling through Instagram I noticed a few images
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that looked similar and would be easy to recreate—a first-person shot of me
in bed, with sweats, and a cup of coffee. I unmade my bed, changed my jeans
to gray sweatpants, and made myself a cup of tea (since I don’t have coffee at
home). I took around 50 pictures, every time rearranging the sheets slightly to
make them look accidentally disheveled in just the right way. My toes also kept
showing in the image and I didn’t like the way they were distracting from the
“coffee.” My grip on the mug would also get too tense after a few shots and I
had to relax my hand. This was supposed to be a calm, relaxing shot! Finally I
got my image after about 15 minutes of posing.

Figure 36— Me in bed holding a cup of tea
Source: Instagram profile of sonjaloviisa
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The caption: “Dream come true: a day off and a gray, rainy day both at the
same time. I’m not leaving my bed.” All lies! (Figure 36)
On making meaningful images
I snapped a quick picture of my cat, Boo, sitting by my living room window.
She was always there. I loved seeing her black silhouette, and I loved being
in my living room. My apartment was my sanctuary and Boo is truly my best
friend, always waiting for me at home. I adjusted the contrast on the image and
applied a cooling filter on VSCO Cam, until the image looked how it made me

Figure 37— My cat, Boo, in Hoboken, New Jersey
Source: Instagram profile of sonjaloviisa
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feel. The morning light hit the couch beautifully, and the reflection of the cute
Hoboken buildings reflected in the picture frame on my wall. Every time I
scroll past this image, I feel like I’m home (Figure 37).

The Curation of a Lifestyle
Consumption has been suggested to be a way in which a consumer is able to
define their own “self ”, through the objects that they love102 and thus these
objects can be seen to be of importance in the creation of a self. This is an
example of the significance the role that consumerism plays within the selfdesign process. Objects transform how we experience ourselves and different
objects that we identify with the self can be collected and modified, thus
placing the individual more directly in control of their identity.103 Material
objects enable a concretization of an ambiguous and abstract self and objects
are essentially related to the development and change of an individual’s being.
Commodities are objects that are able to make visible the indefinite structures
and nature of culture and the self, making consumption a way of directly
interacting with culture,104 and therefore also with identity construction. In
this dynamic, consumer culture also changes as it primarily becomes a way
of expressing identity, moving away from materialism.105 Consumer objects
are more charged than ever in terms of what they offer for the individual’s
development of the self. Our relationship with material artifacts plays an
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important role as an outlet for self-expression.106 They are a tangible and
controllable way through which an individual can form associations with
different lifestyles, beliefs, and personal interests. The physicality makes it
possible for the individual to step back and reflect, while also being a way to
extend these self-expressions to the rest of the world, communicating with
others. It seems that “the material is becoming less the objective and more the
means in identity formation.”107 Therefore, the objects that are used to form
identities and featured in social media are not there for themselves, but are
instead acting as tools toward constructing an identity. The meaning carried
within consumer objects is vital to the formation of a self, and important in
expressing this created self to others and back to the creator themselves.
When looking at the examples of Instagram usage in my own personal life,
as well as the utilization of objects in images, what is apparent that image
making on Instagram is a very conscious activity. Situations and even life
itself is modified in order to create a successful image. Everyday life is used
as the material from which to build highly curated images that are meant to
look as if they were snapshots from everyday life. There is a union between
advertising and self-expression, commerce and documentation. Individuals
use advertising methods to make their life seem like an advertisement, while
brands use the aesthetic of the everyday to make their advertisements seems
more personal and accessible. The goal for both, however, is the curation of
a lifestyle. The brands want to provide individuals with the objects to do this
with. “If we examine definitions of postmodernism we find an emphasis upon
the effacement of the boundary between art and everyday life, the collapse of
the distinction between high art and mass/popular culture, a general stylistic
promiscuity and playful mixing of codes.”108 Similarly, there is a mixing of the
106
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visual styles of advertisements and personal images, making for images that
could function as self-expression or the promotion of consumer objects or
even both.
In Figure 38 we see an image created by a blogger that features multiple objects:
ripped shorts, a watch, cupcakes, a camera, makeup, sunglasses, and a bag.

Figure 38— An arrangement of multiple items composed by a blogger
Source: Instagram profile of bobbibrown

Each of these objects work together in order to form a complete picture of an
individual. The ripped shorts and sunglasses suggest this is an individual who
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lives in a warm climate, or perhaps this was taken in the summer time. The
ripped shorts also suggest that this individual is lean and confident in her body,
since they have a fairly high cut. The cupcakes, however, suggest that she still
appreciates food and knows how to indulge. The film camera communicates
that this is an artistic, creative individual. The specifically Bobbi Brown makeup
suggests what kind of cosmetics wearer this individual is. Bobbi Brown’s brand
goal, as stated previously, is all about enhancing the natural beauty of a woman.
The fact that the blogger is featuring this specific brand gives a different
message than featuring Urban Decay, which is a more unconventional, creative,
fun brand. None of what I have deduced about this individual through these
objects is necessarily true. She may not use, eat, or wear any of them and may
be completely opposite of what can be deduced from these commodities. The
entire image is curated, and therefore the entire persona expressed through
the image is curated. This is positive in the sense that Instagram is a platform
that allows for individuals to completely create and control the persona that
they would want to express, something that is at times absolutely impossible
within the limits of the physical world. One cannot change certain aspects of
themselves in person, such as how they look or what they are able to afford,
however on Instagram every single layer can be carefully manipulated in order
to create a very specific image. For example, the blogger’s image (Figure 38) has
two contradictory objects: the very short shorts and cupcakes. Not everyone
possesses a high enough metabolism that they can snack on cupcakes and also
stay thin enough to wear such shorts. However, posting an image like this on
Instagram gives the illusion that you are someone like this. Personal social
media users are in a way used to create advertisements for free, since consumer
objects are necessary for this kind of self-expression. And often this is not
even seen as a burden by the user, since either this is by now felt as simply a
natural way of expressing the self, or they are even sent free products. Another
example of this curation is the process that I went through in creating the
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image of myself in bed with my “coffee” (Figure 36). Even though the image
is fairly usual, and showcases a very mundane moment in life, there was a fair
amount of work that went behind achieving such a look. I changed my clothes,
made the “coffee,” and purposefully disheveled my bed. These kind of images
are attractive because viewers enjoy the idea of seeing images that appear to
be personal images showcasing another person’s way of life. “We participate
vicariously in the experience, and that sense of entering another’s life can in
itself exert fascination and attract our interest.”109 This is the main thing that
catches our attention with lifestyle image, and why they are so powerful.
As a consumer on Instagram, it is not enough to buy one product but
instead there is the pressure to curate an entire lifestyle.110 Lifestyle “within
contemporary consumer culture [ ] connotes individuality, self-expression,
and a stylistic self-consciousness. One’s body, clothes, speech, leisure past
times, eating and drinking preferences, home, car, choice of holidays, etc. are
to be regarded as indicators of the individuality of taste and sense of style
of the owner/consumer.”111 As the brand photos on Instagram present an
entire network of objects instead of one product, there is a need to have the
full package. This fits in with McCracken’s discussion of the Diderot Effect,
which is the drive of an individual to collect consumer goods that somehow
“go together” or are “product complements.”112 The consumer then buys
products that communicate similar ideals, or fit in with a similar lifestyle or
aesthetic. This can be as simple as a Mac user buying an iPhone, and a PC user
buying an Android. Or these categories can be more complex, as shown in
the previous examples. Every one of the examples from the brand Instagrams
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presents the viewer with a set of objects. As they are presented together, they
are suggested to “go together” and be complementary. The Montblanc watch
goes with iced coffee. The Urban Decay makeup goes with flowers. The
J.Crew flats go with a cup of black coffee and a book. As Instagram users are
exposed to more and more of these images, they are constantly being taught
these brand connections. The items build meaning and context from the other
items, as the brands and objects themselves are associated with each other.
The consumer objects are extending and deepening their potential as symbolic
objects, continuing the development of a visual and cultural language. The
user may, however, then be pressured to have their life mimic the aesthetically
pleasing images created by the brands through the act of collecting them all. As
a consumer collects these commodities in hopes of copying the image, there is
the expectation that their life will now look like the “everyday” images from the
Instagram accounts of the brands. The user strives for an ideal that cannot be
reached through materiality.
Within the five years that Instagram has existed in the realm of social media, a
very specific aesthetic and look has emerged. This “lifestyle aesthetic” is often
characterized by the images being brightly lit, having an organized yet “lived
in” layout of items, fairly minimal, generally with a white, marble, or neutral
background, and very often featuring key symbolic items, such as brand names,
logos, coffee mugs, flowers, watches, or shoes. It is essentially a marketing
shot, featuring the objects as the main subjects above all the other elements
in the image, but having an added item or perhaps a hand or foot to give it a
feeling of being personal, and not an advertisement. This becomes one of the
primary ways through which to create images on Instagram. The formation
of the Instagram lifestyle aesthetics illustrates Daniel Miller’s point that the
logic to the pattern of the relationship between persons and things is driven
by “the overall desire for harmony, order, and balance that may be discerned
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in certain cases—and also dissonance, contradiction, and irony in others.”113
There is pleasure in displaying objects in this visually pleasing manner, where
everything is organized and neatly laid out to be seen. There is also the irony
of spending a lot of time and effort trying to create an effortless, everyday
image. Creating images that fit in with the lifestyle aesthetic is a way through
which to communicate to one another that you are in the know in regards to
the importance of a well-curated lifestyle. These Instagram users most likely
appreciate the same brands and have a similar taste in consumer objects. As this
aesthetic has become more popular and users are seeing how successful images
that fit under this look are, the more individuals are adapting it as their personal
aesthetic. The allure of becoming popular by following the aesthetic trends
overwhelms the need for individuals to stick to their own personal tastes. The
blog Curalate compiled a list of six different image qualities, which have been
found to generate more likes on Instagram . In this portion of an infographic
that lists the popular image qualities (Figure 39), we can see that “images with
blue as the dominant color generate 24% more likes than images that are
predominantly red.” Other features of successful images include high lightness,
a high amount of background, a single dominant color, low saturation, and
high levels of texture. These findings perfectly outline the “lifestyle aesthetic”
that many individuals are using to express themselves on Instagram, as well as
what makes up a successful advertising shot. This look is developing to be the
aesthetic of Instagram, due to its success in terms of image likes. This raises
the question of whether there is an issue in popularizing one, specific aesthetic
over others. Individuals are not encouraged to create, but to conform, pulled by
a desire to simply get more likes. For many users, the visual strategies through
which they create personal images are similar if not identical to that of the
Instagram accounts of brands. Since advertising has begun to saturate so much
of the visual world that individuals are exposed to, it becomes the primary
113
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Figure 39— A portion of an infographic on what image
qualities generate more likes on Instagram
Source: http://blog.curalate.com/2013/11/25/
6-image-qualities-that-drive-more-instagram-likes/

visual language, which social media users speak. This is further displayed by
the popularity of the “lifestyle aesthetic” which mimics characteristics of
advertising images. Many Instagram users primarily express themselves through
commodity objects, meaning that they are constantly advertising the objects
in their life. As the objects act as symbols for entire lifestyles, there is a need
to photograph them in order to express one’s personality and way of life.
Collections of objects essentially become a description for an individual.

The Virtual Life
Instagram is yet another program which makes up the virtual age of today.
These programs that surround us “now appear to be given circumstances”
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and “we no longer question their existence or the ways in which they impact
our lives because it seems to us they have always been there. They’re just part
of the fabric of our reality.”114 This is similar to how Instagram has embedded
itself into the everyday lives of many individuals, slowly becoming their reality.
It is an application through which individuals live their lives, like a pair of
glasses that the world can be seen and experienced through. Rushkoff urges the
modern individual to take an active approach when it comes to the “programs”
that surround us, “not living in a ‘read only’ universe, but in a ‘read write’
one.”115 This means that users should not passively be using these applications,
but be conscious of what is going on. We are the ones who have the ability
to actively shape our collective future and future with digital technology.116
The big problem with Instagram, that Rushkoff identifies in regards to
digital technology in general, is bias or its “tendency to promote one set of
behaviors over another.”117 The fact that there is one singular visual aesthetic
or look that does best on Instagram is only the beginning of this bias. By
basing personal expression on what is trendy, the entire Instagram community
revolves around the market and consumer products, which can easily be
manipulated by companies. Therefore, there is a strong bias towards products
that are sponsored, rather than there being a natural development in regards
to what objects are popular. As the creation of Instagram images is based
on what is popular, many other preferences get excluded. This moves into
Rushkoff ’s discussion that one size does not fit all, and how this bias in digital
technologies leads to abstraction.118 The digital world in which we live and
work is abstracted in the sense that it is separated from the real, physical world.
114
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Rushkoff ’s example of this is fantasy baseball, in which you engage in a fantasy
baseball game that is “fully abstracted from the baseball happening in the real
world.”119 A similar abstraction occurs with Instagram, as users begin to live in
their virtual lives. Let’s remember the example when I purchased the ice cream
cone in Helsinki when I was with my mom and sister. The entire moment for
me revolved around the event of creating the photograph (Figure 35) whereas
for my mom and sister, it was about the act of being together and eating ice
cream. When users place emphasis on having their life defined by the quality
and nature of the digital images they produce, there is a disconnect from the
real world context. “As we [come] to live in a world defined more by symbols,
we [ ] lose touch altogether with the real stuff.”120 The actual wristwatch does
not matter, but what it looks like on someone’s Instagram profile. The taste
of a cup of coffee does not matter, but how good the image of it looks.
Rushkoff finishes this warning with the idea that “abstracts codes of laws
are fine—so long as we’re the ones writing them.”121 Thus again we return
to the importance of taking control of the applications, instead of allowing
applications control the actions of the users. The trouble with Instagram is that
it is becoming increasingly difficult to determine if it being written by the users
or the companies. Advertising and self-expression have become so synonymous
that two are difficult to distinguish, and it is therefore difficult to figure out if
Instagram images are an act of taking back digital technology and making it
ours, or a way of conforming and giving the power of digital technology over
to companies and advertisers.
As the current generations become increasingly obsessed with stuff, we can
see ourselves moving towards Rem Koolhaas’ “junkspace”. His essay revolves
around the modern issues of globalization and what effect it is having on
119
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humans and the spaces which we inhabit, both physical and mental. The
issues that come up with the popularization of Instagram culture relate to the
idea of junkspace. “Junkspace pretends to unite, but it actually splinters. It
creates communities not of shared interest or free association, but of identical
statistics and unavoidable demographics, and opportunistic weave of vested
interests.”122 This is similar to how Instagram in some sense brings people
together under the guise of being interested in the same products and brands,
but this is not an opinion and connection that is formed freely. People are
also separated from each other on Instagram as it becomes a race towards
who has the best Instagram profile and who can get the most followers. Using
popular symbols is not a reflection of one’s interests but instead a reflection
of one’s one and only interest to seem popular through referencing popular
objects. “Minimum is the ultimate ornament”123 as the lifestyle aesthetic of
Scandinavian minimalism becomes the main aesthetic on Instagram. “Minimum
is maximum in drag, a stealth laundering of luxury: the stricter the lines, the
more irresistible the seductions. Its role is not to approximate the sublime, but
to minimize the shame of consumption, drain embarrassment, to lower the
higher.”124 Instagram users are afraid to consume, but at the same time cannot
help doing so. The voice at the back of their minds remains, telling them
that it is embarrassing to be this obsessed with objects. Yet the pleasure that
a user gets when photographing these objects and sharing them with others
is absolutely irresistible. There is also a shift towards living within the virtual
and reality is experienced through a virtual platform. “[E]ach TV screen is a
substitute for a window; real life is inside, cyberspace has become the great
outdoors.”125 Instagram users live in the realm of Instagram as their real life
122
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revolves around the construction of the Instagram profile. The accessibility
of virtuality allows for the user to engage in a process of shopping around
more freely, as the online environment opens up the inventory of places, ideas,
and things that can be explored. However, there is a sense of dissociation
produced by the mindless surfing of the Internet, causing anxiety and stress.126
Wandering around and always having new choices to explore has led to a
state of “endless reflection”127 in which one is constantly presented with new
information and new perspectives, allowing for the formation of ideas to
always be developing.128 One concept never necessarily stands out over another,
as too much accessibility to information transforms into inaccessibility, from
the user not being able to sort through it all. Virtuality is much more attractive
than real life since it can be so easily manipulated, and it consists of restricted
snapshots instead of 360 degree, real-world views. “Color in the real world
looks increasingly unreal, drained. Color in virtual space is luminous, therefore
irresistible.”129 The reality of virtuality becomes preferred as it seems better
than the reality of the real world. But could this also be a positive thing? If we
take Koolhaas’s example of color being luminous in virtual space, something
that real world color is not, isn’t that wonderful? There are now two experiences
of color instead of a singular one that is tied to physicality in the real world.
Another example can be the objects that are photographed on Instagram.
There is the real world experience of a watch, the way that it quietly ticks, the
cool feeling of the metal against your wrist, the fingerprints and oil smudges
that end up on the glass. But when the item is photographed and enters a
126
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virtual space, it is viewed as an idealized version. One can now experience
the watch as a concept, as a classy, sophisticated symbol, existing completely
still in the perfect setting. The danger lies in living solely in the perfection of
virtuality, forgetting that at the end of the day we must come back down to the
real world. Therefore, it is important to invest in both of these experiences of
reality.
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CONCLUSION
We are entering a time when advertising as a form has become a way through
which to promote the self and to communicate in the context of popular
culture. “Advertising is a prophetic language, in so far as it promotes not
learning or understanding, but hope.”130 On Instagram it is the hope of owning
something and changing your life drastically, of making a purchase, and being
another step closer to building and defining yourself as the individual you want
to be. Advertising “turns the object into a pseudo-event, which will become the
real event of daily life through the consumer’s endorsing its discourse.”131 The
lives of Instagram users become invested in these “pseudo-events” that revolve
around the consumption of the object. For example, There is a disconnection
from real life, as it is replaced with the discourse around consumer objects.
Being preoccupied only with consumption and its physical manifestations leaves
out a lot of aspects of life that become pushed to the side or ignored. Even the
question of individual preference gets pushed out little by little as trends take
over determining what one should purchase. However, perhaps these “pseudoevents” are redefining what real life means in the context of today. Real life
begins to revolve around acquiring consumer objects and engaging with them
on social media platforms like Instagram. Furthermore, an active engagement
with consumption is not necessarily a negative thing. Clotaire Rapaille describes
a way to view shopping as a way of being in the world.
130
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Shopping is more than a means of meeting material needs. It is a
social experience. It is a way for us to get out of our homes and
back into the world. It is something we can do with friends and
loved ones. It is a way for us to encounter a wide variety of people
and learn what’s new in the world—new products, new styles, and
new trends—beyond what we see on television. We go shopping,
and it seems as though the entire world is there.132
The same happens on social media, as browsing through different images is
like shopping for the items that you will purchase. The advertisements for
the products are just on your phone instead of in a magazine and placed in a
setting of everyday life instead of a fantasy, dream world. Shopping connects
consumers to culture, which is determined by popular taste. Even if popular
trends become overwhelming and swallow up all of the smaller, less popular
opinions, it is still very much reflective of a specific moment in time. Trends are
a way for individuals to participate in the culture today, which is a way through
which diverse populations can relate to one another. It is a language that most
young people speak, and something that they can affect in some way or another.
Creating images on Instagram of objects that follow these trends is a way of
participating in this wider, global conversation.133
The twentysomething girl lets out a satisfied sigh as she posts her perfect
brunch shot to her Instagram profile. As the like notifications start rolling
in, she places her iPhone on the table with the screen facing down, and
concentrates on the conversation her friends are having. She grabs her croissant
and bites into it, savoring the flaky texture. Just as she’s about to sip her coffee,
one of her friends makes a joke and she bursts out laughing, being perfectly
132
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present in the real world moment. This is where our journey ends. We have
now attempted to look at the way Instagram functions by concentrating on
objects, brands, and the self. By looking at objects, a connection between
consumerism and the creation of images becomes clear. When looking deeper
into consumerism and brands on Instagram, one can see a link form between
consumption and identity. Instagram, similar to almost all other technology
in today’s world, dangerously teeters back and forth on the line of incredible
opportunity and absolute disaster. Instagram allows for endless creativity,
the feeling of community, limitless shopping, and the tangible development
of an ambiguous self. The user is equipped with power, as long as they are
willing to take it. It is like two sides of a coin, just as stated earlier that it is
unclear whether brands are beginning to use the aesthetic of the everyday or
if users are beginning to us the visual language of advertisements. In the end,
the important thing is that the user is in control. There is nothing wrong with
adopting the language of advertisements as a way of self-expression, as long as
users are not bribed to do so by advertisers. Consumerism can be a powerful
and wonderful thing, as long as it is not only perpetuated by big corporations.
Instagram gives users an opportunity to be the advertisers and promote
products that they actually believe in, instead of being told what to like. The key
is to seize this opportunity.
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